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ABSTRACT: Traditional pharmaceutical manufacturing processes
for solid oral dosage forms can be inefficient and have been known
to produce a large amount of undesired product. With the
progressing trend of achieving carbon neutrality, there is an
impetus to increase the energy efficiency of these manufacturing
processes while maintaining the critical quality attributes of the
product. One of the important steps in downstream pharmaceutical
manufacturing is wet granulation, and within that, twin screw
granulation (TSG) is a popular continuous manufacturing
technique. In this study, the energy efficiency of the TSG process
was maximized by combining a long-term memory (LSTM) model
with an optimization algorithm. The LSTM model was trained on
time-series process data obtained from the TSG experimental runs. The optimization process, with the objective of maximizing
energy efficiency, was performed using a stochastic optimization algorithm, and constraints were enforced on the process parameter
design space. Experimental runs at the optimal process parameters were conducted on the TSG equipment with updates occurring at
predefined intervals depending on the optimization scenarios. The purpose of these experimental runs was to validate the capability
of increasing the overall process energy efficiency when operating at the optimized process parameters. A maximum increase of 27%
was obtained between two tested optimization scenarios while maintaining the yield of the granules at the end of the twin-screw
granulation process.
KEYWORDS: LSTM, real-time optimization, twin screw granulation, time-series prediction, energy optimization, sustainability

■ INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, there has been a growing trend for
process industries to move toward sustainable manufacturing
with set targets for greenhouse gases emission reduction,
reduction in water use, and reduction in waste generated.1−5

Another factor which helps in increasing the sustainability of
manufacturing processes is its association with cost reduction.6

Some of key areas identified by several pharmaceutical
companies to help achieve sustainability include adoption of
continuous manufacturing, process intensification and process
energy intensification.6 Currently the pharmaceutical industry
is dominated by batch manufacturing, which can have
increased cost implications and carbon foot print.7 Thus,
several pharmaceutical companies are exploring continuous
manufacturing as a viable alternative. The United States Food
and Drug Administration (US-FDA) has also promoted the
development and implementation of continuous manufactur-
ing with its recent guidelines.8

Continuous pharmaceutical manufacturing (CPM) can be
considered as an aspect of process intensification which aims to
improve product quality and reduce energy consumption and
waste generation. CPM can mitigate costs by reducing

inventory and equipment footprint and improving time-to-
market of product, compared to batch manufacturing. CPM
also typically has the advantage of minimization of risks during
processing and also reduction in the usage of other hazardous
chemicals. Currently, several companies such as Janssen,
Vertex, and Pfizer have deployed CPM in downstream
pharmaceutical solid oral dosage manufacturing and have
commercially approved products. Several unit operations in
this overall process are energy intensive and implementing
them can slowdown the company’s sustainability efforts. Thus,
it is important to look into the energy usage and effectiveness
of these processes.
An important and energy intensive step in the downstream

CPM is wet granulation. Wet granulation is the process of
converting finely formulated powder blends into granules with
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the help of a liquid binder. In continuous manufacturing, it is
commonly performed using a twin-screw granulator (TSG). A
TSG consists of two corotating screws enclosed in a barrel.
These corotating screws help convey the material along the
length of the granulator while also imparting shear onto the
flowing powders. This applied mechanical energy aids
conveying the granulating mixture, liquid distribution and
mixing in the different zones in the granulator.9,10 The screws
of the TSG are modular due to the usage of smaller individual
screw elements.11 Three commonly used screw elements are
(i) conveying elements which help in the transport of the
material,12−14 (ii) kneading elements which help in both liquid
mixing and imparting shear on to the powders,12 and (iii)
comb-mixer elements which aid in liquid distribution.
Hindiyeh et al. 201815 observed that blending and granulation
consume about 40% of the total energy usage in downstream
oral dosage pharmaceutical manufacturing. Wet granulation is
an energy-intensive process, since a large amount of torque
needs to be applied to the powder blend to obtain good liquid
distribution and final granules. During research, the usual run
time of experiments ranges from 10 to 15 min, while
manufacturing lines are run longer, usually from 8 to 16 h.
This is when monitoring of energy consumption becomes
relevant. Vercruysse et al.16 in their 1 h long experiments
observed that the torque required by the system gradually kept
increasing until the end of their run. This was also
accompanied by an increase in the barrel temperature of the
granulator. They attributed the increase in the torque values to
the sticking of the powders to the screw inside. They expected
that the system will eventually reach a steady state torque value
if it is run longer. Thus, it becomes vital to reduce the amount
of torque required by the system by manipulating the process
parameters in an effort to optimize the energy efficiency of the
TSG process in real-time, thereby aiding sustainability efforts.
Since torque has been shown to be correlated to granule
quality attributes, such as particle size and porosity,17,18 the
goal of this work is to optimize the energy efficiency of the
TSG process while maintaining the critical quality attributes of
the granules.
Several attempts have been made to optimize the TSG

process especially experimentally where design of experiments
were used to either increase the yield19 or to optimize the
critical quality attributes (CQAs) of the obtained granules.20

Researchers have also used Monte-Carlo simulations in order
to optimize the design space of the TSG process to obtain
desired tablet properties.21,22 Currently, no studies have been
reported yet which have developed an optimization algorithm

for energy efficiency of the TSG. Previous studies have studied
the heat transfer within the TSG barrels23 but did not discuss
the energy efficiency of the TSG process. There still exists a
lack of complete understanding of the quantification of the
energy efficiency of the TSG process.
To determine the energy used by the TSG and the energy

used toward granulation, several intermediate variables need to
be predicted. These intermediates include the torque provided
by the motors, energy used to convey the material, temperature
of the granules, and TSG barrel to estimate heat transfer and
frictional forces. Due the complicated nature of the particulate
processes within the TSG, the first-principles-based process
model may not be able to predict all variables accurately with
time. Thus, there is a need to develop process models using,
for instance, machine learning algorithms to learn the
complicated interactions between the process parameters and
predict the process outcomes and the intermediate variables.
Objectives
In this study, an optimization algorithm is developed to
maximize the energy efficiency of the TSG process in real time.
First, time series experimental data for the TSG were collected
by performing six experimental runs. These data were used to
train a long−short-term memory (LSTM) system to predict
responses including the torque, barrel temperatures, and
granule CQAs. This model accounts for TSG process
parameters, such as the L/S ratio, screw speed, powder feed
rate, and the feeder weight, as model input variables. Heat
transfer and energy efficiency were determined by using the
first law of thermodynamics. The predictions of the LSTM
were used to calculate the energy efficiency, which was
optimized by using a discrete stochastic optimization
algorithm. Two optimization scenarios were simulated to
find the most optimal strategy, and validation experiments
were performed to verify the effectiveness of the optimization
algorithm.

■ BACKGROUND

LSTM Network
Recurrent neural network (RNN) systems are commonly
utilized for modeling time-series data. However, these systems
often face difficulties in effectively capturing long-term
dependencies effectively. Long-term dependency refers to the
ability of a model to learn from information from a distant past
or many earlier time steps away.24 To address this issue, LSTM
was introduced as a highly powerful RNN system that
overcomes the problem of vanishing or exploding gradients.

Figure 1. Typical LSTM block.26
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The LSTM unit comprises essential components such as a cell,
an input gate, an output gate, and a forget gate.25 The addition
of the forget gate enables the LSTM to reset its state, allowing
the cell to remember information over arbitrary time intervals.
The three gates (input, output, and forget) regulate the flow of
information within the cell.26 The LSTM architecture consists
of interconnected subnetworks called memory blocks, which
retain their states over time and control the information flow
through nonlinear gating units. The architecture of an LSTM
block, including the gates, input signal x(t), output y(t),
activation functions, and connections, is depicted in Figure 1.
The output of the block is recurrently connected to both the
block input and all of the gates. The presence of peepholes
connections allows for further improvement in capturing long-
term dependencies by influencing the weights of each gate.25

Differential Evolution

Differential evolution (DE) is a search algorithm based on
population and metaheuristics.27 It aims to optimize a problem
by continuously enhancing a potential solution through an
evolutionary process. These types of algorithms do not rely on
specific assumptions about the underlying optimization
problem, allowing them to efficiently explore extensive design
spaces. DE is widely utilized for optimizing multidimensional
real-value functions and operates by using a population of
individual solutions. Unlike methods that require gradient
information, DE does not necessitate the problem to be
differentiable. The algorithm explores the design space by
maintaining a population of candidate solutions known as
individuals. It generates new solutions by combining existing
ones according to a defined procedure. In each iteration, the
individuals with the best objective values are retained,
contributing to the next iteration’s population. If a new
individual’s objective value improves, it becomes part of the
population; otherwise, it is discarded. This process continues
until a termination criterion is met.28

One of the significant advantage of DE is its simplicity, as it
only requires three control parameters for adjustment by the
user. These parameters are the population size (NP), where
NP must be greater than or equal to 4, the mutation factor (F)
ranging from 0 to 2, and the crossover probability (CR)
ranging from 0 to 1. In the original DE, these control
parameters remained constant throughout the optimization
process. The population size has a notable impact on the
algorithm’s exploration capability. For problems with numer-
ous dimensions, a larger population size is necessary to
effectively search for the multidimensional design space.
Generally, a population size of 30−50 is sufficient for most
engineering problems. The mutation factor, F, acts as a positive
control parameter that scales and regulates the amplification of
the difference vector. Smaller values of F result in smaller
mutation step sizes, causing the algorithm to converge more

slowly. Conversely, larger values of F promote exploration but
can lead to overshooting of good optima. Therefore, it is
essential to choose a value that balances the local exploration
and diversity maintenance. The crossover probability, CR,
influences the diversity of DE by determining the number of
elements that undergo changes. Increasing the CR introduces
more variation into the new population, thereby enhancing
exploration. However, it is crucial to find a compromise value
that ensures both local and global search capabilities.29

■ MATERIAL AND METHODS

Materials and Experimental Setup
A bicomponent formulation was used for all experimental runs. The
formulation consisted of Acetaminophen (APAP) (Mallinckrodt

Pharmaceuticals, North Carolina, USA), dense powder grade, as
excipient (85% w/w), and microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) (FMC
Corporation, PA, USA), Avicel PH 102 grade, as API (15% w/w).
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) K-30 (Millipore Sigma, MO, USA),
12.5% w/w, dissolved in distilled water was used as the liquid binder.
Dry API and excipient were blended using a V-blender (Glatt Air
Techniques Inc., New Jersey, USA).
TSG runs were performed using a corotating twin-screw granulator

(Thermofisher Scientific, New Jersey, USA). The schematic of the
equipment and set up is shown in Figure 2. The TSG consists of
screws with a diameter of 11 mm and a length to diameter ratio (L/
D) of 40. To collect real-time data, the screw speed, powder feed rate,
and L/S ratio were the three process parameters that were varied.
Only these three parameters were varied, as these are the only
parameters of the TSG process that can be altered without
interrupting the process during the optimization runs. The feed rate
was varied between 1.5 and 2 kg/h was used for all the experiments to
maintain a high fill level and produce good quality granules. The
screw speed was varied between 300 and 500 rpm, and the L/S ratio
was varied between 1.0 and 1.1. A total of six runs were performed
and the process parameters values can be found in Table 1. All other
parameters were kept constant for all six runs. All six runs were
performed for approximately 30 min each. The screw configuration
comprised 2 large-spaced conveying elements (L/D = 1.5), 13
conveying elements (L/D = 1), 6 kneading elements (L/D = 0.25),
and 20 two conveying elements. The kneading elements were
arranged with a stagger angle of −60° between them. The screw
configuration can be represented as 2LPCE, 13CE, 6KE-60, and
22CE.

Figure 2. Division of the TSG barrels in eight zones. Powder is fed into zone 2, liquid binder is added in zone 3 and the KE elements are present in
zone 6.

Table 1. Set-points of Process Conditions for the
Experimental Runs Performed to Train the LSTM Model

run no. screw speed (rpm) L/S ratio powder feed rate (kg/h)

1 300 1.0 1.75
2 500 1.0 1.50
3 500 1.0 1.75
4 500 1.0 2.00
5 700 1.0 1.75
6 700 1.1 1.75
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The powder blend was dosed into the TSG using a loss-in-weight
feeder (K-Tron KT 20, Coperion K-Tron Pitman, Inc. Sewell, NJ,
USA).
Time-series process data were collected from various sources to

train the LSTM model. The powder feed rate and the net weight of
powder remaining inside were obtained from Coperion’s data
recorder software. The screw speed, temperature of various zones
within the TSG barrel, and torque values were captured by a camera
recording the human−machine interface (HMI) screen of the TSG.
The videos were transcribed manually to obtain time-series data. The
barrel of the TSG has been divided into eight zones as shown in
Figure 2. In-line recording of the granule size distribution (GSD) was
performed using Eyecon (Innopharma Laboratories, Dublin, Ireland).
The collected data were collated and time synchronized such that the
time-series data were reported at 5 s interval for all parameters under
consideration.

Energy Efficiency Calculations
The energy efficiency of the twin screw granulation can be defined as
the ratio of the work done by the granulator system to the total energy
supplied to the system. Both of these terms can be calculated by
combining process knowledge with the first law of thermodynamics.

The first law states that the total change in the internal energy of the
system is equal to the sum of work done on the system and the heat
exchanged by the system. The change in the internal energy of the
system can be captured by the heat of nucleation. The heat exchanged
for the system would be the total amount of heat gained by the
granules/powders and heat gained by the barrel of the TSG. The
torque imparted by the motor through the screws is responsible for all
the work done on the system, which includes granulation and
conveying of powders. Thus, the heat balance for the TSG equipment
was calculated as in eq 1.

= [ + ] + +H E E W E Ewetting granules jacket granulation screws motor

(1)
Here, Hwetting is the enthalpy of wetting of the granules, Ejacket is the

heat exchanged between the granulating powders and the TSG jacket,
Egranules is the heat gained by the granules, Wgranulation is the work done
on the system for granulation, Escrews is the energy used by the screws
to convey the granulating powder mixture, and Emotor is the
mechanical energy imparted by the TSG motor.
Wetting is an exothermic processes and the heat dissipated is

absorbed by the granules as well as the surrounding jacket.23 It was
assumed that all of the wetting occurs in zone 3 and all of the heat

Figure 3. Structure of the LSTM model used to predict the outputs. Each predicted output is added to the inputs to predict the final outcomes of
the process (BT: barrel temperature).

Figure 4. Optimization schema used to maximize the energy efficiency of the TSG process. The predictions from the LSTM model were to
calculate η and the optimal values obtained were sent back to the TSG at pre-defined intervals.
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dissipated is gained by the granules, leading to an increase in the
temperature. Thus, the heat gained by the granules per unit time was
calculated as in eq 2.

= × ×E m C T T( )granules g p zone3 zone2zone3 zone3 g (2)

Here, mgzoned3
is the mass of granules present in zone 3, Cpg is the

heat capacity of the granules, Tzone3 and Tzone2 are temperatures of the
granules in zones 3 and 2 of the TSG barrel, respectively. A value of
0.8 kJ/kg was used for Cpg.
The second assumption made was that in all zones, the torque from

the screws is used for granulation, conveying of the powder, and heat
generation due to friction. The third assumption made was that the
temperature of the granules and the zones of the TSG jacket were the
same. This assumption was undertaken as the determination of the
temperature of the granules inside the solid barrel of the TSG was not
feasible. Thus, the total energy gained by the granules and the jacket
per unit time as in eq 3.

+ = [ × + × ] ×
=

E E m C m C T
n

ngranules jacket
3

8

g p j pn nzone g zone j

(3)

Here, mjdzonen is the mass of the jacket in zone n, Cpj is the specific
heat capacity of the stainless-steel jacket, and ΔTn is the temperature
difference between the zone n and zone n − 1. A value of 0.468 kJ/kg
was used for Cpj for the stainless steel jacket.

Escrews can be estimated as the work performed by the system to
convey the powders and rotate the screws. It is represented in eq 4 as

= [ + × × ]·
=

E m g td
t

t

screw
0

empty g
end

(4)

In eq 4, the first term mg × λ × g indicates the amount of energy
required to convey the powders, where λ represents the progress
resistance coefficient, and g is the gravitational force constant. λ helps
describe the viscous nature of the powder blend and a value of 2.5 was
chosen.30 The energy used for the rotating of the screws can be
determined from the torque when the TSG is empty and the screws
are rotated. Similarly, the total energy of the motor can be calculated
from the torque reading of the motor. Thus, substituting all the
obtained values in eq 1 and rearranging. Wgranulation can be written as

= [[ × × ]

[ × + × ] × ]·

=

=

W m g

m C m C T td

t

t

n
n

granulation
0

empty g

4

8

g p j pn n

end

zone g zone j

(5)

Heat energy dissipated as well as work done for granulation is
reported in Section as calculated in eqs 3 and 5 respectively.
LSTM Model Development
The developed initial LSTM models took time series data of powder
feed rate, screw speed, net weight inside the feeder, and L/S Ratio as
inputs. All the input data were noisy in nature; thus, a smoothing
algorithm was used. A Savitsky−Golay filter with a window of five and
a polynomial value of 2 was used. All inputs were scaled using a
“MinMaxScaler” from the sklearn.preprocessing Python package.31 The
LSTM predicts the torque, median granule diameter (D50), and the
temperatures of the barrels as a time-series. Each predicted output was
added to the input to predict the next output. Thus, overall nine
LSTM models were trained sequentially to predict torque, median
granule diameter (D50), and the temperatures of the barrels at zones
2−8. The model structure is shown in Figure 3. All nine LSTM
models had the same structure, where the input nodes were
connected to a single LSTM layer connected to a final dense
connected output layer. The LSTM layer used the “relu” activation
function with a L1.L2 bias regularizer with each constant equal to
0.008. The output layer has a “linear” activation function. The
Adagrad optimization algorithm was used with a learning rate of
0.125. The metric used to evaluate training for all of the models was
the mean squared error (MSE). Each batch of the LSTM model was
trained on 210 s of historical data and validated against 30 s of future
process data. Each LSTM was trained for a maximum of 1000 epochs
with an early stopping patience of 50 epochs, where if no
improvement in training was observed for 50 epochs, the model
would terminate training. Since, a lower amount of time-series data
was available, only 15% of the overall data was used for validation.
Optimization Framework
The energy efficiency of the TSG process is defined as the ratio of the
work done for granulation to the total amount of energy supplied by
the TSG motor. Using the work of granulation calculated in eq 5, the
energy efficiency (η) of the TSG can be defined as seen in eq 6.

= { [[ × × ]

[ × + × ] × ]· } { · }

=

= =

m

m C m C T t t

g

d / d

t

t

n
n

t

t

0
empty g

4

8

g p j p
0n n

end

zone g zone j

end

(6)
The process parameters identified to optimize were the screw speed

(SS), powder feed rate (PFR), and the L/S ratio. During the TSG
experimental run, the set points of these three variables can be altered
without the need to stop and restart the experiment. The objective of
the optimization was to maximize η calculated in eq 6 given the
constraints for the three process parameters. Most global optimization

Figure 5. Variation of torque with time for six experimental runs.
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frameworks help determine the minima of a function compared to the
maxima; thus, the objective function for this optimization can be
written as follows

min
1

L SSS,PFR, / (7)

< = < =s. t. 300 SS 700

< = < =1.5 PFR 2

< = < =L S1 / 1.1

The limits of the constraints were determined by a combination of
the design space used for the experiments as well as the assessing the
risk of the model using a framework developed in Sampat and
Ramachandran.32 The value of the objective function was determined
from the predictions of the developed LSTM models and heat balance
equations. The objective function was not a continuous function;
thus, an optimization algorithm that did not require the calculation of

Figure 6. Variation of the median diameter D50 with time for six experimental runs.

Figure 7. Cumulative heat loss with time for each zone of the TSG.
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the gradient had to be chosen. Differential evolution algorithm was
implemented using the scipy.optimize Python package.33 The
“best1bin” strategy was chosen to create trial candidates as it chooses
two random members from a population, and their difference is then
used to mutate the best member. Here, the best member indicates the
member (i.e., the design parameter combination) that results in the
lowest objective function value. The best member gets updated as
better performing mutated members, that yields lower objective
function values, are generated. Each population is determined using a
binomial distribution. The population initialization was performed
using Latin Hyper Cube sampling as it maximizes the coverage of the
available design space. The optimal values of SS, PFR, and L/S
obtained from the optimization were used as set-points for process
parameters of the TSG, and updated based on the predefined time
intervals to increase the energy efficiency. The optimization schema is
illustrated in Figure 4. The performance of this algorithm was tested
with two scenarios with different optimization intervals. In the first
scenario, the optimization was performed at every 10 min, where as in
the second scenario, the optimization was performed every 5 min.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental Results
Six TSG experimental runs were performed for about 30 min,
and the process outcome data were collected. The torque

values for all six runs is shown in Figure 5. The torque values
increase gradually for all six runs until they all reach a steady
state torque value. The final average values at steady state for
each of the six runs vary depending on the process parameters
chosen for the process. The process parameters, especially the
powder feed rate, L/S ratio, and screw speed help determine
the fill level within the barrels of the TSG. The fill level in turn
determines the amount of granulation occurring within the
TSG. With an increase in the fill level within the TSG barrel, a
greater amount of energy is required to convey the granulation
powder and liquid mixture. The highest average torque was
observed for Run5, which has an screw speed of 700 RPM,
powder feed rate of 1.5 kg/h, and L/S ratio of 1. The highest
torque was a result of two main factors: the high screw speed
and relatively higher fill level within the barrels. The highest fill
level would have been obtained for runs 1 and 4 due to the
lower screw speed and higher mass flow rate values.
The critical quality attribute (CQA) measured as a part of

these experimental runs was the granule size distribution

(GSD) of the wet granules was measured using the Eyecon by
focusing the beam on a thin layer of granules on a conveyor
belt. The GSD reported was used as an in-line indicator for
quality determination and whether the granules obtained are
within the desired range. A desired range of D50 of the wet
output granules was determined based on the final dried GSD
sieve analysis and the range obtained was 750−1300 (μm). A
comparison of the obtained D50s for different runs with time is
shown in Figure 6. It was observed that the average D−50 for
all runs was within the derived spectral range and could be
used for further processing. The sudden drop at 25th min for
run 3 can be associated with a scarce distribution of the
granules on the conveyor belt, which could be attributed to a
temporary disturbance in the feeders that affected the flow of
granules exiting the TSG.
Heat Lost during the TSG Experimental Runs

The temperatures for each zone of the TSG were collected at a
5 s interval and were used to calculate the heat loss according
to eq 3. The cumulative heat loss with time for each zone was
calculated and is presented in Figure 7. The cumulative heat
loss values for zones 4 and 5 were the highest compared to
other TSG zones. The heat loss in zone 5 was higher due to
the presence of kneading elements, which promote mixing and
granulation. The heat loss was highest in zone 4 due to large
amount of back-mixing which occurs because of the
proceeding kneading element zone.9 The heat loss values are
also an indication of the amount of frictional losses by the
screws. The heat loss is also affected by the amount of fill
within the barrels, as the higher fill levels require higher torque,
resulting in higher heat loss.
The heat loss calculated for run 4 (500 rpm, 1 L/S, 1.75 kg/

h) was higher for all other zones due to the higher fill level
based on the process conditions. Figure 8 illustrates the total
amount of heat loss by all zones in all experimental runs. Run 5
(700 rpm, 1 L/S, 1.75 kg/h) also reported a higher value of
heat loss, which can be attributed to the higher amount of
torque required to operate the TSG as seen in Figure 5. The
total heat loss for other runs was observed to be lower due to
the fill level being lower within the TSG barrels as well as the
lower screw speed used. It is also important to look at total
heat loss in each zone to understand the effect of different
screw elements, as illustrated in Figure 9. The kneading
elements are present in zone 5 of the TSG barrel based on the
screw configuration. Bulk granulation occurs in this zone, thus
having a higher amount of total heat lost. However, the highest
heat loss was observed in zone 4 for all six runs. This could be
attributed to the large amount of back mixing that occurs
within that zone. This back mixing leads to more torque being
used to transport the material, leading to excess heat loss.
Thus, the prediction of zone temperatures for these two zones
is vital for modeling the heat loss for the system.
LSTM Model Performance

The developed LSTM model structure was used to predict the
torque of the system, zone temperatures of the TSG barrels,
and D50 of the wet granules at the output of the TSG
granulator. During the training of the LSTM model the
validation loss, determined by mean squared error (MSE), was
used to monitor the performance of the model and callbacks
were initialized in order to terminate training if no improve-
ment in the training was observed. This resulted in an LSTM
model training that did not show any overfitting characteristics
when the training and validation losses were compared. The

Figure 8. Cumulative heat loss with time for each zone of the TSG.
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comparison between the experimental values and the values
predicted by LSTM can be seen in Figure 10. The blue lines
represent the experimentally recorded values, whereas the
orange lines in the subfigures represent the predictions
obtained from the LSTM. Calculation of coefficient of
determination or R2 was not performed due to the noisy
nature of the collected experimental data. Rather the mean
average percentage error (MAPE) was determined to under-
stand whether the predictions were close to the experimentally
observed values. The MAPE for the torque prediction as seen
in Figure 10a was 10.74%, which meant that on average, the
prediction values were within 10% of the experimental value.
Similarly, the predictions of the temperature of the zones the
barrel of the TSG, the MAPE ranged from a low of 2% to a
high of 19%. Though some zones had a lower accuracy in
predictions, the difference or gain in temperature over time
was consistent. The increase was used for calculation of heat
loss, thus provided fairly accurate values. The MAPE for the
prediction of D50 was 12% making predictions still within the
range observed. The overall prediction of the LSTM were
smooth compared to experimental data due to the fact that the
input data had been smoothened as well as LSTM inherently
has some smoothing nature associated with its predictions.26

Optimization Results

The optimization algorithm was tested under two scenarios:
(1) for a 30 min run, optimization was performed at 10 min
intervals; (2) for a 30 min run, optimization was performed at
5 min intervals. For both scenarios, the initial process
parameters were set at a screw speed of 700 rpm, L/S ratio
of 1, and powder feed rate at 1.75 kg/h. These initial
parameters were randomly selected based on the criteria of
being within the process design space. In the first scenario,
there were two optimization points in the 30 min run, i.e., first
at 10 min and second at the 20 min mark. The optimization
algorithm as described in the methods section was executed at
10 min intervals, and optimal process parameter values were
collected to increase the process efficiency of the system. The
resulting optimal values for this scenario are shown in Table 2.
The optimal values obtained at the first optimization interval
indicate that the optimization algorithm tries to increase the fill

level within the barrel of the TSG by decreasing the screw
speed and adjusting the L/S ratio and powder feed rate
marginally. At the second optimization time point, the
optimization decreases the screw further, leading to a further
increase in the fill level within the barrels. This can also be seen
in Figure 11, where the heat loss for the 10 optimization
increases in zones 4 and 5. These zones are expected to have a
higher amount of fill within the barrels. With the increase in fill
level, a higher amount of granulation is expected. This was
reflected in the obtained values of work of granulation which
increase from 124 to 165 kJ indicating an increase in 33% over
the original process conditions. This increase in the work of
granulation led to an overall increase in the energy efficiency of
the process by 27.18%.
In the second scenario, the optimization was performed at a

5 min interval, leading to five optimization time points at 5, 10,
15, 20, and 25 min, respectively. The optimal values for the
process parameters obtained at the 5 and 10 min optimization
points lower the screw speed and increase the flow rate and the
L/S ratio. This behavior is similar to observations in the
previous optimization, where the optimization increases the fill
level within the barrels, encouraging a higher degree of
granulation. However, at the 15 min optimization time point,
the optimization changed the process parameters significantly
to reduce the amount of powders within barrel. The increased
fill level in the previous time steps leads to an increase in the
amount of heat loss as seen in Figure 11. The green line in
Figure 11 indicates a higher heat loss compared to that of other
runs during the initial part of the run and then attempts to
decrease the heat loss. At the 20 and 25 min optimization time
points, the optimization algorithm starts to alternate between
increasing and decreasing the fill level to maintain the heat loss
within the TSG. The resulting process parameters from the
second optimization are shown in Table 3. Due to large
number of changes in fill level, fluctuations led to lesser
amount of granulation occurring within the TSG. This was
reflected in the increase in granulation work, where the
increase was marginally lower than the 10 min optimization at
161.65 kJ, which is 5% lower. Thus, the overall increase in
efficiency of the second scenario was 24.93%. The resulting
values of work of granulation, energy efficiency improvements

Figure 9. Cumulative heat loss with time for each zone of the TSG.
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for the two optimization scenarios, and the original run are
compared in Table 4.
Figure 11 compares the heat loss in each zone of the TSG

with the two optimization runs and it can be seen that both the
optimization points attempt to decrease the amount of heat
being lost in each compartment. The heat loss in zone 5 is

higher for the optimization cases than that of the original run
due to the increased amount of fill level in the kneading
elements leading to a higher degree of granulation. The
predictions of process outcomes such as torque and granule
quality attribute such as median diameter of the wet granules
were also compared to the original runs and are presented in

Figure 10. Parity plot comparing model prediction to experimental results for the 9 response variables, including torque, granule D50, and barrel
temperatures for zones 2−8.
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Figure 12. To verify the effectiveness of the optimization
algorithm, experiments were carried out by changing the
process parameters according to the values obtained from the
optimization. The energy efficiency values obtained from the
verification experiments were within −4% of the simulated
values. The yield of the optimized granulation runs was also
determined by using sieve analysis. The yield was defined as
the % of dried granules having a diameter between 215 (μm)
and 1200 (μm). The yield obtained for the 10 min
optimization run was 68%, while for the 5 min optimization
run, the yield was around 76%. The yield for the original run
was 69%, which meant that the yield actually decreased
marginally. The yield for the 5 min optimization run increased
on the other hand. Thus, if yield and energy efficiency both are
required to be optimized, the 5 min optimization run would be
to be employed compared to the 10 min optimization run.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Decreasing the energy footprint of the complete CPM process
is vital for pharmaceutical companies to meet their
sustainability targets. In this study, thermodynamic laws
combined with process knowledge were used to determine
the energy calculations. Additionally, an algorithm to help
increase the energy efficiency of a TSG process in real time
during a manufacturing run was also developed. The developed
framework was able to increase the energy efficiency by 27%

over the experimental runs. The results from the optimization
were also verified by performing validation experiments.
The developed optimization can be adapted to any unit

process in the CPM process. Although the determination of
energy efficiency requires process knowledge, the presented
algorithm can take into account the new calculations, provide
optimal process conditions, and help optimize the energy
efficiency of the unit operation. Implementation of such a real-
time optimization algorithm is essential for better process
performance, product quality, and decreasing the carbon
footprint.

Table 2. Optimal Process Parameters Obtained for
Optimization Performed at 10 min Intervals

no. time (min) screw speed (rpm) L/S ratio powder feed rate (kg/h)

1 0 700 1.000 1.75
2 10 620 1.006 1.695
3 20 550 1.098 1.714

Figure 11. Comparing the cumulative heat loss with time for each zone of the TSG between the original run and the two optimization scenarios.

Table 3. Optimal Process Parameters Obtained for
Optimization Performed at 5 min Intervals

no. time (min) screw speed (rpm) L/S ratio powder feed rate (kg/h)

1 0 700 1.000 1.75
2 5 647 1.092 1.838
3 10 530 1.075 1.858
4 15 618 1.095 1.505
5 20 404 1.000 1.722
6 25 467 1.024 1.734

Table 4. Optimal Process Parameters Obtained for
Optimization Performed at 5 min Intervals

run
work of

granulation (kJ)
total energy
used (kJ)

% increase in
efficiency yield

original run 124.03 3998.4 69%
10 min
optimization

164.78 41,769 27.18% 68%

5 min
optimization

161.65 41,711 24.93% 76%
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